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	N°10 Noémie Goudal 
	Venue: Passage rue du Conseil – rue du Lac and Hôtel des Trois Couronnes
	For the Festival Images, Noémie Goudal has designed an open-air art installation in the heart of Vevey on a small arch-shaped street that connects la rue du Conseil and la rue du Lac. By placing large-format photographs on paper which she uses to block the entrance to this area, she creates two mirages which melt into the street’s architecture, opening up a gateway to other worlds. On the facade of the Hôtel des Trois Couronnes, Noémie Goudal also presents Cascade: a vast print which creates a poetic space combining dreams and reality.
	N° 11 Svetlana Khachaturova
	Paysages intérieurs
	Venue: Vitrines du RivageFrom her experience as a student in a bedsit decorated with wallpaper depicting landscapes, Svetlana Khachaturova produced Paysages intérieurs, a series of images she created in Russian apartments. Her interior decors invites us to think and thus plays with our perception. Indeed, nature becomes illusory while the furniture and other familiar objects serve as anchors to reality. Festival Images has chosen to exhibit this project outdoors to play with this wavering between interior and exterior, illusion and reality.
	N° 12 Myoung Ho Lee
	Trees
	Venue: Théâtre de Verdure and Quai Perdonnet
	N° 13 Christian Marclay
	Street Music 2002-2012, Shuffle and SHOOT ! – La photographie existentielle
	Venue: Sous-voies CFF est
	N°16 Orilo
	Saludante
	N°17 Passé recomposé
	With Gea Casolaro, Fred Lebain, Jason E. Powell et Andrea Galvani
	Venue: Parc du Panorama
	N°18 Kent Rogowski
	Love=Love
	Venue: Place de la Gare
	N°19 Kourtney Roy
	The Ideal Woman
	Venue: Advertising boards, in town 
	N°21 Julie Sorrel
	Les Baigneurs et Le Lierre
	Venue: Grand Hôtel du Lac and Ex-EPA
	Julie Sorrel’s Les Baigneurs comprises images taken to scale of subjects in bathing costumes, lying face down and lined up. The photographs, taken from above, are presented on tarpaulin sheets laid on the ground and simultaneously represent and reject reality. Indeed, the area in which they are displayed makes them appear incongruous in a humorous way. They are fragments of daily poetry and are hyper realistic representations of human familiarity; the exhibition, through its irony, is also a critique of a certain perception of mass culture.   
	N°22 Jeanne Susplugas & Alain Declerq
	Castle / R.I.P (Portraits)
	Lieu: Théâtre de Vevey and Ex-EPA
	N°23 VHILS
	Scratching the Surface
	Venue: Jardins du Rivage and Ex-EPA
	A Perfect Day, Elise…
	Venue: La Grenette
	Tereza Vlčková shows us young ethereal girls floating in mountain scenes from her childhood in the Czech Republic. The subjects wear beautiful dresses and white socks, embodying a certain purity, but at the same time evoking a certain sense of quirkiness and even anxiety. With bright lights and the surprising placement of these young girls in a unique photographic setting, the artist leaves us in doubt as to the nature of her shots - are they taken in a studio or outside? Without revealing her secrets, the artist assures us they are shot in situ…
	N°25 Irina Werning
	Back to the Future
	N°46 Yello
	Videology
	Venue : Ex-EPA
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